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ABSTRACT
A huge number of scholarly articles published every day in dif-
ferent domains makes it hard for the experts to organize and stay
updated with the new research in a particular domain. This study
gives an overview of a new approach, HierClasSArt, for knowledge
aware hierarchical classification of the scholarly articles for mathe-
matics into a predefined taxonomy. The method uses combination
of neural networks and Knowledge Graphs for better document
representation along with the meta-data information. This position
paper further discusses the open problems about incorporation of
new articles and evolving hierarchies in the pipeline. Mathematics
domain has been used as a use-case.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) have recently gained remarkable mo-
mentum for representing structured knowledge about a particular
domain. Since its advent, the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud has
constantly been growing containing many KGs about many dif-
ferent domains such as artificial intelligence, biomedical domain,
etc. There has been an increase in the studies generating KGs from
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scholarly articles [3] since many new articles are published every-
day which are either peer-reviewed or not (such as on arXiv). It is
hard for the experts to organize and stay updated with the newly
published articles which leads to the necessity of developing new
methods for automatically organizing scientific articles. PubMed
is one such platform which classifies the articles in the biological
domain into pre-defined subjects, i.e., MeSH1. Same is the case
with ACM Computing Classification System (ACCS)2 for computer
science articles and Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) [8]
for the articles from mathematical domain. However, these plat-
forms are mostly based on the keywords defined in the articles
from the taxonomy, i.e., without properly taking into consideration
the content of the articles and other meta-data information.
This position paper discusses a proposal of an algorithm, namely
HierClasSArt, which combines KGs with neural methods for the
hierarchical classification of scholarly articles into predefined tax-
onomies. It leverages text, KGs (constructed from text), external
cross-domain KGs such as Wikidata [19], meta-data and citation
information. HierClasSArt first constructs KGs from the abstracts
of the articles. It then generates latent representations of the docu-
ments by taking into account the text, entities, entity categories,
along with the meta-data of the articles. These representations are
then used for hierarchically classifying the documents. This would
help in achieving more complete assignments of the articles to the
taxonomy in case if scientists have missed or incorrectly labelled
some classes from the taxonomy.
This paper further discusses the open problems originating from
the real-world setting of Zentralblatt MATH (zbMATH)3 by auto-
matically assigning MSC classes to the documents. One of these
problems includes the publication of new articles everyday. In such
cases, the classifier has to be robust enough to take into account
these constant updates. It was also observed that these taxonomies
also are prone to evolution to reflect the current research, e.g., Math-
ematics Subject Classification (MSC) taxonomy, created in 1990,
changes on regular intervals. These problems open opportunities
for further research and discussion in the community.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses
the studies related to KG construction, scholarly data classification
as well as studies using KG Embeddings for scholarly data. Section 3
provides detailed statistics and analysis of zbMATH while Section 4
gives a teaser ofHierClasSArt. Section 5 discusses the open problems
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workshop. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the lessons learnt from
this position paper.
2 RELATEDWORK
The research community has been developing methods for several
years for generating machine-understandable representations of
scientific domain and is providing platforms for annotating schol-
arly articles [6], designing ontologies for representing scholarly
data [15], and building a variety of large-scale KGs [3, 6]. For gen-
erating these resources, both manual and automatic approaches
can be found in the literature. A recent effort of human-crafted KG
is Open Research Knowledge Graph (ORKG)4 [6] which facilitates
human experts by providing the possibility to upload their scientific
papers and provide machine-readable statements about them. On
the other hand, automated approaches have been proposed and
applied to build the Computer Science Ontology (CSO) [15] and
the Artificial Intelligence KG (AI-KG) [3]. The CSO was built by
using the Klink-2 algorithm [13] which uses a set of statistical in-
dicators to estimate hierarchical, temporal, and similarity metrics
to detect relationships between entities such as papers, authors,
venues, and keywords. While CSO was built by using meta-data
information of scientific papers, AI-KG was built by exploring the
text of their title and abstracts using Natural Language Processing
(NLP) [2] techniques. Although these methods are being explored
for the Computer Science literature, there is still a gap for many
other domains such as Mathematics. In [7], the authors analyzed the
MSC 2010 based document classification of zbMATH by leveraging
external knowledge from DBpedia to detect inconsistencies in the
taxonomy.
Few of the efforts have also been directed towards using KG
Embeddings on scholarly data. In [11], the authors propose a soft
marginal TransE for performing KG Completion over the scholarly
KGs. In another article [12], the authors propose a framework for
embedding based recommendations on scholarly KG. More pre-
cisely, the study focuses on co-authorship link prediction using soft
marginal TransE. In contrast to these approaches, the focus of this
study is to give an overall view of a knowledge aware hierarchical
classification approach using these embeddings over scholarly data.
In [16], the authors train a logistic regression multi-class classifier
on TF-IDF features to predict the 63 first-level classes of the MSC. A
hierarchical multi-label classification of scholarly publications [10]
has been proposed which considers also second and third level MSC
classes with sufficient training data. This ML-KNN [24] inspired
classifier is more resistant to noise and was tested on 240 third level
classes. However, a drawback of supervised approaches is that they
require sufficient training data for each class. Consequently, they
cannot be applied to fine grained classes with only few examples.
This problem is also emphasized by evolving taxonomies (cf. Sec-
tion 5) which might include new classes with few or no examples.
Thus, unsupervised models, which include external knowledge,
have been proposed to tackle this issue. One of the most recent
works in this scenario has been provided by [14] where the au-
thors utilize word embeddings to calculate the similarity between
computer science topics and the text of scientific papers to hierar-
chically classify them into the CSO. However, previous investigated
4https://www.orkg.org/orkg/
methods only rely on frequency and co-occurrence information
about words, and do not consider any external knowledge source.
3 DATA STATISTICS
In this section, the statistics about MSC 2010 and MSC 2020 tax-
onomies as well as the zbMATH dataset are described.
3.1 Mathematics Subject Classification
Scholarly articles in mathematics are most commonly categorized
by the MSC taxonomy [8]. This fine-grained taxonomy is orga-
nized into three hierarchical levels. The first level consists of 63
high-level classes covering all topics from integral equations to
mathematics education. Each topic is further on structured into
multiple sub-classes on the second and third level. The number
of classes at each level is shown in Table 1. An alphanumerical
code has been assigned to each of the classes in this hierarchy. For
example, a MSC class ‘39A70’ consists of the first level class ‘39
(Difference and functional equations)’ , the secondary class
‘39A (Difference equations)’ and the third level class ‘39A70
(Difference operators)’. These codes, short class descriptions
and general remarks about the labelling process are available on-
line5.
To keep up with the progress in the research within the mathe-
matical domain, the MSC is subject to constant change. Therefore,
it is revised by domain experts at regular intervals by adding and
removing classes [4]. Table 1 shows the statistics of MSC 2010 and
MSC 2020 generated from the publicly available MSC 2010 taxon-
omy 6 and MSC 2020 taxonomy 7 respectively. Naturally, the most
changes occur on the third and second level.
Table 1: Number of classes at the different levels of MSC.
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
MSC 2010 63 591 5,607
MSC 2020 63 597 6,006
Another interesting property of theMSC taxonomy is the branch-
ing factor which is one of the key elements affecting the complexity
of algorithms which leverage hierarchies such as hierarchical clas-
sification. As we can see in Table 2 the first and second level classes
have on average around 9 sub-classes. However, the difference be-
tween median and mean, as well as the maximum indicate that
there are some outlier classes with higher number of sub-classes.
Table 2: Branching factor at each category level of MSC.
Level Mean Median Max Min
MSC 2010 1st 9.38 8 24 22nd 9.38 7 38 1
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3.2 zbMATH
zbMATH as a major reviewing service in the field of mathematics
manages millions of mathematical papers. The metadata of papers
managed by zbMATH are aggregated into a dataset, subsequently
referred to as zbMATH dataset. This dataset consists of 4,171,550 ar-
ticles, 1,855,774 unique authors and 3,169,168 articles with abstracts
(76%). A brief overview of the length of the textual metadata (title,
abstract) as well as the number of authors per article are given in
Table 3.
Table 3: Number of tokens in titles and abstracts, number of
authors per article.
Mean Median Max Min
Title 9.46 9 127 1
Abstract 120.10 100 9,634 1
Authors 1.82 2 130 1
In order to make the articles retrievable and support the review-
ing process they are categorized into the MSC taxonomy. Each
article can be labelled with multiple classes from all levels of the
MSC. The zbMATH dataset contains 3,679,097 labelled articles (88%).
The distribution of the classes over articles including all entailed
labels based on the taxonomy at different levels is shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Class distribution over articles at different levels.
Class Level Mean Median Max Min
1st 115,931.11 53,560.5 679,914 1
2nd 13178.21 4731 216,836 1
3rd 1429.70 526.0 34,882 1
In zbMATH, each article can have more than one class and some
classes occur together in different articles. The high frequency of the
co-occurrence of classes implicates high attraction of intersecting
interests. The most frequent classes indicate the subjects having
the most intersecting interests in specific areas. Figure 1 shows a
co-occurrence network of classes of the dataset. As the reader can
see, one of the most salient classes (co-occur most frequently with
other classes) is ‘68T05’, which means that the topic “ Learning
and adaptive systems in artificial intelligence" is gaining a lot of
attention in scientific research.
4 AN OVERVIEW OF HierClasSArt
This section gives a proposal of the pipeline of HierClasSArt, an
approach for knowledge-aware hierarchical classification of the
scholarly articles. As a first step, a KG from the content of the
scholarly articles of zbMATH will be created, called as Math-KG.
In the second step, entities will be linked to external KGs and en-
tity categories will also be considered. Meta-data along with the
citation information about scholarly articles will also be utilized.
A knowledge aware document representation will then be gener-
ated for the articles by combining the vectors of the previously
extracted information which can further be used for hierarchical
classification.
Figure 1: Co-occurrence network of classes in Articles. The
same color of nodes refers to the same class at the first level.
4.1 Knowledge Graph Construction
The construction of Mathematical Knowledge Graph, named as
Math-KG, starting from the abstracts of the articles in zbMATH
will be a two step process: (i) extraction of entities from text, entity
linking, and entity categorization, (ii) relation extraction.
4.1.1 Entity and Entity Category Extraction. Extracting entities
from text requires the design of methodologies tuned on the pe-
culiarities of the target domain. As such, two main directions will
be explored: (i) open domain name entity recognition will be per-
formed (e.g., using Stanford Core NLP8) and the results will be
refined by exploiting existing vocabularies about mathematics, and
(ii) design ML-based tools that recognize spans of the text as entities
by exploring external knowledge about the domain; this will take
inspiration from [21] where contextualized word embeddings were
used within a Deep Learning model for recognizing entities of a
predefined types. These entities will also be linked to Wikidata and
also to Wikipedia-categories.
4.1.2 Relation Extraction. Relation extraction for building Math-
KG is crucial for describing the semantics and support the classifica-
tion approach. To this end, two directions will mainly be explored.
A top-down approach which will include the definition of object
properties to describe the relationships between entities with the
help of domain experts. This approach might produce good quality
outcomes but it requires human effort. A bottom-up approach fo-
cuses on NLP methods for identifying which elements commonly
connect the entities (e.g., to describe the relationship between two
entities a verb might often be used by domain experts). This may
lead to noisy results and requires a post-processing step to identify
significant elements. This can be solved by counting the frequency
of the relations in the whole corpus of scholarly data.
8https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ner.html
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4.2 Exploiting Meta-data Information
Math-KG constructed in the previous step only contains the content
of the abstracts of the scholarly articles. Additionally, meta-data of
the scholarly articles provide a valuable information. This informa-
tion includes, title, authors, venue, keywords, citation, etc. Com-
bining this information with the KGs generated from the content
will provide a better semantic representation of the mathematical
research knowledge. For completing Math-KG with the meta-data
information, a similar approach to AceKG [23] will be followed.
4.3 Knowledge Aware Representation and
Classification of Scholarly Articles
Representation learning for scholarly articles can be achieved by
leveraging the structured information from Math-KG and the tex-
tual information (article abstracts). Several approaches could be
tried out to generate embeddings for Math-KG, i.e., translational
models, semantic matching models, etc. [5]. In order to generate
vector representations from text Doc2Vec [9] or BiLSTM [17] can
be used. Moreover, the entities in Math-KG are being linked to
external KGs such as Wikidata as well as Wikipedia-categories.
These vector representations will be generated with the help of
entity/entity category matrices. Finally, the vector representations
of the KG of meta-data will be generated using TransE. All these
vectors will be combined into one for generating knowledge aware
representation for each document. This document representation
can be further used in for any hierarchical classifier [18].
4.4 Utilizing the Citation Network of zbMATH
In case of classes in MSC where we have insufficient training data,
the citations of the articles can be utilized. A citation network
will be generated from the scholarly articles in zbMATH and the
semantic similarity of the nodes in the network can be exploited
with the help of network embeddings [1] to generate training data
for insufficient classes. Moreover, the citation network can also
help in improving a hierarchical classifier which classifies entities
in the network into classes from the MSC with the assumption
that : “Two papers p1 and p2 are classified under the same class or
related classes in the MSC if and only if p1 and p2 share significantly
enough number of papers as neighbours in the citation network".
5 OPEN PROBLEMS
This section discusses the open problems encountered while study-
ing zbMATH which can lead to the development of a more so-
phisticated approach for the hierarchical classification of scholarly
articles. These problems include constant addition of new articles
as well as evolution of the taxonomy (more specifically, MSC tax-
onomy). The question here is how to capture these changes in this
embedding based pipeline?
5.1 Adding New Articles
In case of the arrival of new articles, Math-KG should be updated
automatically. This leads to the fact the KG Embeddings should
also be prone to these updates instead of re-computation. Would
these KG Embeddings help in dealing with the changes? Howmuch
computational power would it consume to take into account these
updates? These are still open questions which are needed to be
taken into account.
5.2 Evolving Hierarchies
The advancement of science and technology is continuously open-
ing new research areas in various domains. The endless publication
of huge number of research papers covering new topics leads to the
problem of categorizing them in the existing classification model.
Therefore, introduction of new classes in the hierarchy of classifi-
cation model is necessary. For instance, in MSC 2020 new classes
such as Artificial neural networks and deep learning (68T07), Compu-
tational aspects of data analysis and big data (68T09), etc. have been
introduced as sub-classes of Artificial Intelligence (68Txx). More-
over, the growth of research on the existing areas in a particular
domain could also lead to further refinement of the topic, resulting
in more fine grained classes in the hierarchical structure. There-
fore, to maintain a proper classification structure for the research
papers, changes in the hierarchy of the classification structure are
inevitable. For example, the class in MSC 2010, Relations with num-
ber theory and harmonic analysis (37A45) is split up into two classes
in MSC 2020 as Relations between ergodic theory and number theory
(37A44) and Relations between ergodic theory and harmonic analysis
(37A46)9 (cf. Section 3).
In order to solve the problem of changes in the labels of the
multi-label classification, Dynamic Multi-label Classification (DMC)
approach has been introduced [22]. It is an incremental learning
based approach to detect new classes and subsequently classify
the text documents to the new classes. In this model, at first the
text documents are classified to the already known classes followed
by the detection of new classes which are then separated using
Density based spatial clustering (DBSCAN). Finally, a new classi-
fier is constructed for each new class which works collaboratively
with the classifier for the known classes. To support this process,
dynamic explicit representation modules [20] to track the changes
into the MSCwill be considered. However, the DMCmodel does not
perform hierarchical classification. Future work will be conducted
making this approach prone to evolution.
6 LESSONS LEARNT AND FUTUREWORK
This position paper indicates that there is still a research gap in
leveraging KGs for the task of better organization and exploration
of scholarly articles, specifically, in the task of hierarchical article
classification in the domain ofMathematics. KGs generated from the
content of the articles themselves would help to build a knowledge
aware classifier. In addition to such KGs, citation networks also
have significant advantage to help incorporate additional semantics
to the classifier. It also has been noted that not enough attention
has been given to the fact that new classes are constantly being
added to existing taxonomies. However, it is important to properly
handle such behaviour of taxonomies when building a classifier. The
implementation of the proposed approach is part of further research
where theMath-KG, the citation network andHierClasSArt classifier
will be built and evaluated. Moreover, extensive experiments will be
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